An almost product space is a differentiable manifold of class C°°i vhich has a nontrivial tensor field F( (also of class C°°) satisfying the conditions It is known that one can find a positive definite riemannian metric .such that
<0.2)
QijFiFi = g hk .
In the following we denote by M n an almost product metric space which satisfies (0.1) and (0.2). The covariant derivative with respect to the riemannian connection of g i3 is denoted as V.
If condition (0.1) is replaced by FiFf = -δ*, the space is known as an almost Hermitian space. In this case many subclasses are considered and their properties are studied by several authors. We examine in § 1 and § 2 conditions which correspond to ones which define the subclasses of almost Hermitian space and will study in particular the following two conditions: where F jh = Fjg ih which is symmetric in j and h by (0.2). In addition to these, there are also some special classes of M n already known. We studied the relations between all these special cases and the result can be described in the following diagram: In the diagram the conditions given are the ones defining the special subclasses denoted as [0.1], [1.0] and so on. The arrows are to be rend "properly contains." Nfc denotes the Nijenhuis tensor of the tensor Fi. The conditions in the left hand column are independent of the choice of almost product metric, while going across the toprow relates the metric to the almost product structure more and more strongly 1 . Foliated manifold with bundle-like metric studied by Reinhart [6] 2 is contained in [1.0] , and the case [2.2] is the loccally product riemannian space studied by Tachibana [9] and others. It is shown that [2.0] is a riemannian space having complementary subspaces and such spaces were studied by Wong [12] . Conformally separable riemannian space studied by Yano [13] is contained in this case. In § 2 conditions for some classes are also given by the use of a same tensor M^ for the purpose of comparing them. In § 3 and § 4 examples for the situations [1.1] [5] . They are wider classes than the one defined by (i) which is a Kaehlerian space. It is also known that in an almost Hermitian space (iii) is equivalent to the vanishing of Nμ [5] , Proof. It is evident that (i) -> (ii), (iii), (iv), (v) . Here arrows are to be read "implies."
( [12] it is necessary and sufficient that it is a M n with vanishing Nijenhuis tensor N&: 
In this case the tangent (n -p)-spaces and tangent p-spaces of these two families of surfaces give rise to two distributions. In the above coordinate neighborhood the almost product structure tensor F* corresponding to these distributions has the components:
It is easily seen that the tensors (1.2) and (1.3) satisfy (0.1) and (0.2). By some easy computation we have Ni 3 = 0 and = 0 ,
Conversely, if M n has vanishing Nijenhuis tensor, then we can find a neighborhood at each point such that the tangent spaces of x λ -constant and x a -constant constitute the distributions defined by Fi. In such coordinate system F* has components given in (1.3) and we have g λa = 0 from (0.2).
n is a locally product riemannian space if and only if FjF? = 0 (Tachibana [9] ).
Proof. A riemannian space is called locally product if at each point we can find a coordinate neighborhood such that the line element can be witten as
So it is a special case of the space in Proposition 1. If a differentiate manifold has a system of completely integrable distribution, it is called foliated manifold. It is well known that one can introduce a positive definite riemannian metric g ijf another system, of distribution and consequently an almost product structure tensor F( such that (0.1) and (0.2) hold. We call a space obtained in this, way as a foliated metric space for convenience. Yano If Fj AΓΛ + JVΛfft = 0, we have from (2.6) and (2.7) the following
Denote the left hand side of (2.8) as P jik , then we have P jik = -P iifc .
But it is evident that P jik = P jki . Thus we have P jik = 0 from which (1.7) follows as Fi is nonsingular. The converse is evident.
3 Now we give some examples from contact manifolds. Consider a (2m + l)-dimensional (n = 2m + 1) differentiate manifold M n with contact structure rj, that is a structure defined by a 1-form )? satisfying η Λ (d#Γ Φ 0, then it is known [7] that there exists a (Φ, ξ, η, g)-structure with
Stating more precisely, there exist a vector field ξ\ a tensor field Φ\ and a positive definite metric tensor g iά such that
where V denotes the covariant derivative with respect to the riemannian connection of g {j . It is evident that
and it is also known that
In such space we can define the following almost product structure [3] :
It is easily seen that the pair Fί and g i5 defined in this way satisfy (0.1) and (0.2). Thus we have an almost product metric space M n from the given contact manifold M n . In this section we restrict our consideration to the M n thus obtained. Let Jέf ζ denotes the Lie derivative with respect to an infinitesimal transformation ξ\ S. Sasaki and Y. Hatakeyama have proved that Nj = JZ^Φ) = 0 is equivalent to the condition that ξ ι is a Killing vector field, and also proved that the so-called normal contact metric manifold [7] satisfies Nj = 0. Thus we have: . It is known that if ξ« is a contravariant vector field, then (0, ζ«) and (ξ», -{βy}^) are respectively a fundamental vector field and a horizontal vector field in M n = Γ(i2 m ) [2] . The fibres and horizontal distributions give rise to an almost product structure in M* = T(R m ). Its corresponding structure tensor Fi is given as follows [4]:
Proof. From (3.4) we have
βp. Let Gn be the riemann metric introduced by S. Sasaki [8] in T (R m ) , that is We have also
As F aβ is symmetric in a, β it is the same for F y F aβ9 so we have (4.7)
Using (4.6), the expression (4.7) and then making use of R K -, ay -R λv/a we have finally: [5] .
